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Evolution of the vortex and the asymmetrical parts of orbital
angular momentum in separable first-order optical systems
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We analyze the evolution of the vortex and the asymmetrical parts of orbital angular momentum during
its propagation through separable first-order optical systems. We find that the evolution of the vortex part
depends on only parameters ax, ay , bx, and by of the ray transformation matrix and that isotropic systems with
the same ratio b�a produce the same change of the vortex part of the orbital angular momentum. Finally,
it is shown that, when light propagates through an optical fiber with a quadratic refractive-index profile,
the vortex part of the orbital angular momentum cannot change its sign more than four times per period.
© 2004 Optical Society of America
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During the past decade the concept of orbital angu-
lar momentum (OAM) has been applied for the de-
scription of coherent optical vortex beams.1,2 In recent
publications3,4 it was suggested that OAM be decom-
posed into two parts: the asymmetrical OAM and the
vortex OAM. The first part describes an astigmatic
beam but with a smooth wave front, while the second
is related to the singularity of the wave front (screw
dislocations).

In this Letter we study the evolution of the asym-
metrical and the vortex OAM of linearly polarized,
partially coherent beams during their propagation
through separable first-order optical, or ABCD, sys-
tems. It was recently reported that some partially
coherent fields also exhibit vortex behavior.5 Taking
into account that the concept of OAM can be general-
ized to the case of partially coherent beams,6 one can
apply the results of this study to both the completely
coherent and the partially coherent cases.

We base the definition of OAM on the moments of the
Wigner distribution (WD).7 The WD W �x, u; y, v� rep-
resents partially coherent light in a combined space–
spatial-frequency domain, the so-called phase space,
where u is the spatial-frequency variable associated
with space variable x and v is the spatial-frequency
variable associated with space variable y. The
treatment in this Letter is based on the normal-
ized moments of the WD, where the normalization
is with respect to total energy E of the signal:
E �

RRRR
W �x, u; y, v�dxdudydv. These normalized

moments mpqrs of the WD are thus defined by

mpqrsE �
Z `

2`

Z `

2`

Z `

2`

Z `

2`

W �x,u; y, v�

3 xpuqyrvsdxdudydv , p,q, r, s $ 0 . (1)

We restrict ourselves to the ten second-order moments,
p 1 q 1 r 1 s � 2, assuming moreover, without loss of
generality, that the four f irst-order moments are zero.
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OAM L of an optical beam can be expressed in
terms of second-order moments of its WD as [Eq. (3) of
Ref. 4] L � �E�c2� �m1001 2 m0110�. The asymmetrical
part La and the vortex part Lv of the OAM can then
be written as [Eqs. (22) and (21) of Ref. 4]

La �
E
c2

3
�m2000 2 m0020� �m1001 1 m0110� 2 2m1010�m1100 2 m0011�

m2000 1 m0020

,

(2)

Lv �
2E
c2

3
m0020m1001 2 m2000m0110 1 m1010�m1100 2 m0011�

m2000 1 m0020

,

(3)

respectively; note that we have La 1 Lv � L. It is easy
to see that, for rotationally symmetric beams, for which
m2000 � m0020 and m1010 � 0,8 La � 0. We note that Lv
is closely related to optical twist T ,9 defined as

T � m0020m1001 2 m2000m0110 1 m1010�m1100 2 m0011� .

(4)

To study the evolution of the WD moments
in separable f irst-order systems, we note that
the input–output relationship between the WD
Win�x,u; y, v� at the input plane and the WD
Wout�x,u; y, v� at the output plane of a separable
first-order optical system reads as10,11 Wout�x,u; y, v� �
Win�dxx 2 bxu,2cxx 1 axu;dyy 2 byv,2cyy 1 ayv�.
This relationship is based on an affine transformation
of the WD described by the so-called ray transfor-
mation matrix,12 or the ABCD matrix. From the
symplecticity condition12 of this ray transformation
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matrix we have, in the special case of a separable
system, axdx 2 bxcx � 1 and aydy 2 bycy � 1.

The normalized moments mout
pqrs of the output WD

Wout�x, u; y, v� are related to the normalized moments
min

pqrs � mpqrs of the input WD Win�x,u; y, v� as

mout
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We note that, for Fourier-transform systems, with
respect to one or two variables, the output moments
are related to the input moments by the simple
relationships

mout
pqrsjFT x � mqprs�21�qbp2q

x ,

mout
pqrsjFTy � mpqsr�21�br2s

y ,

mout
pqrsjFTxy � mqpsr�21�q1sbp2q

x br2s
y , (6)

where FTx, FTy , and FTxy represent the Fourier trans-
forms with respect to x (with parameters ax � dx � 0,
bxcx � 21, ay � dy � 1, by � cy � 0), to y (with parame-
ters ax � dx � 1, bx � cx � 0, ay � dy � 0, bycy � 21),
and to both x and y (with parameters ax � dx � 0,
bxcx � 21, ay � dy � 0, bycy � 21), respectively. If
we combine these simple relationships [Eqs. (6)] with
the definition of the twist [Eq. (4)], we can readily de-
rive the twists, T outjFT x � bxTx, T outjFT y � byTy , and
T outjFTxy � bxbyTxy , at the output of these respective
Fourier-transform systems, and we have

Tx � m0020m0101 1 m0200m1010 2 m0110�m1100 1 m0011� ,

Ty � 2m0002m1010 2 m2000m0101 1 m1001�m1100 1 m0011� ,

Txy � 2m0002m0110 1 m0200m1001 2 m0101�m1100 2 m0011� .

(7)

To study in particular the evolution of the twist and
the OAM, we first observe that there are seven rele-
vant second-order moments that make up the vortex
[Eq. (2)] and the asymmetrical [Eq. (3)] parts of the
OAM; the purely uv moments (i.e., m0200, m0002, and
m0101, for which p � r � 0) do not enter into Eqs. (2)
and (3). Moment relationship (5) immediately leads to
the necessary expressions that describe the values of
these seven moments in the output of an ABCD system
in terms of the ten second-order input moments. In
particular, OAM Lout � �E�c2� �mout

1001 2 m
out
0110� at the

output of a separable ABCD system follows from

mout
1001 � axcym1010 1 axdym1001

1 bxcym0110 1 bxdym0101 ,

mout
0110 � cxaym1010 1 cxbym1001

1 dxaym0110 1 dxbym0101

and takes the form

Lout �
E
c2

�m1001�axdy 2 bycx� 2 m0110�aydx 2 bxcy�

1 m0101�bxdy 2 bydx� 1 m1010�axcy 2 aycx�� .

(8)

To obtain the evolution of the vortex and asym-
metrical parts of the OAM, let us f irst consider
output twist T out. After a straightforward but rather
lengthy calculation, using the definition of the twist
[Eq. (4)], moment relationship (5), and definitions (7),
it can be shown that the following expression holds for
the output twist:

T out � axayT 1 aybxTx 1 axbyTy 1 bxbyTxy . (9)

Further, we need the expression

mout
2000 1 mout

0020 � a2
xm2000 1 2axbxm1100 1 b2

xm0200

1 a2
ym0020 1 2aybym0011 1 b2

ym0002

(10)

for the denominator that appears in Eqs. (2) and (3).
Note that the denominator is always positive, which is
a direct consequence of the fact that moments m2000 and
m0020 (and also m0200 and m0002) are positive by defini-
tion. From Eqs. (9) and (10), we immediately conclude
that the evolution of vortex part Lv through a sepa-
rable ABCD system depends on only parameters ax,
ay, bx, and by of the ray transformation matrix. This
conclusion also implies that Lv cannot be changed by a
quadratic phase corrector3,4 (bx � by � 0, ax � ay � 1);
note that in this case Lout � L 1 �E�c2�m1010�cy 2 cx�.

For an isotropic system, i.e., ax � ay , bx � by ,
cx � cy , and dx � dy , general equation (8) reduces to
Lout � �E�c2� �m1001 2 m0110� � L, and we conclude
that the OAM does not change when the beam propa-
gates through an isotropic ABCD system. However,
this property does not hold for the vortex and the
asymmetrical parts of the OAM, as was demonstrated
for free-space propagation.3,4 In the special case of an
isotropic system, Eqs. (9) and (10) reduce to simpler
forms and we get
Lout
v �

2E
c2

a2T 1 ab�Tx 1 Ty� 1 b2Txy

a2�m2000 1 m0020� 1 2ab�m1100 1 m0011� 1 b2�m0200 1 m0002�
. (11)
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We note that, for the special signal for which the
relation

T
m2000 1 m0020

�
Tx 1 Ty

2�m1100 1 m0011�
�

Txy

m0200 1 m0002

(12)

holds, the vortex part of its OAM does not change in
isotropic systems. This holds in particular for rota-
tionally symmetric beams, for which m0020 � m2000,
m0002 � m0200, m0011 � m1100, m0110 � 2m1001, and
m1010 � m0101 � 0,8 and hence T � 2m2000m1001,
Tx � Ty � 2m1100m1001, and Txy � 2m0200m1001, and
for which the three expressions in Eq. (12) thus take
the value m1001: A rotationally symmetric beam
propagating through an isotropic system does not
change its vortex, and the asymmetrical part of its
OAM remains zero.

We note that, for isotropic systems with b � 0 (and
ad � 1), the vortex part of the OAM (as well as the
asymmetrical part of it) is preserved: Lout

v � Lv and
Lout

a � La. This is the case for all systems for which
the input and output planes are conjugate planes.

Let us now study general expression (11) for the evo-
lution of the vortex part of the OAM, which we may as
well express in the form

Lout
v � Lv�p� �

2E
c2

3
T 1 p�Tx 1 Ty � 1 p2Txy

�m2000 1 m0020� 1 2p�m1100 1 m0011� 1 p2�m0200 1 m0002�
,

(13)

where we introduce the ratio p � b�a. Optical sys-
tems with the same value of p behave similarly with
respect to the evolution of Lv. As examples we men-
tion (i) a section of free space in the paraxial approxi-
mation, or parabolic system13 (with a � d � 1, c � 0,
p � b, and b proportional to the propagation distance),
(ii) a fractional Fourier-transform system,14 or ellip-
tic system13 (with a � d � cos a, b � 2c � sin a,
and p � tan a), and (iii) a hyperbolic system13 (with
a � d � cosh a, b � c � sinh a, and p � tanh a).
Analyzing Eq. (13), one can find the values of p where
Lv�p� � 0 or has maxima or minima. Note that, while
the denominator is positive for all possible values of
p, the numerator, and therefore Lv�p� itself, may or
may not change its sign (but no more than twice),
depending on the actual values of T , Tx 1 Ty , and
Txy . Clearly, Lv�p� takes the value zero for those val-
ues of p for which p � �2�Tx 1 Ty � 6 ��Tx 1 Ty �2 2

4TTxy�1�2��2Txy , and since p has to be real, this is pos-
sible only if the condition �Tx 1 Ty �2 $ 4TTxy holds.

In the case of free-space propagation, for which p is
associated with the propagation distance, only positive
values of p are allowed, and Lv�0� � �2E�c2�T��m2000 1

m0020� and Lv�p ! `� � �2E�c2�Txy��m0200 1 m0002�;
note that the case p ! ` corresponds to Fourier trans-
formation. Hence, for TTxy , 0, there is only one posi-
tive solution where L�p� changes its sign. On the
other hand, for TTxy . 0, there are two positive solu-
tions if the signs of Txy and Tx 1 Ty are different, and
there are no positive solutions if these signs are the
same. Moreover, in the special case that the initial
field (or its Fourier transform) is vortex free, T � 0
(or Txy � 0), vortex Lv�p� also takes the value zero
for p � 2�Tx 1 Ty ��Txy , which is positive if Txy and
Tx 1 Ty have different signs [or for p � 2T��Tx 1 Ty �,
which is positive if T and Tx 1 Ty have different signs].

In the case of a fractional Fourier-transform sys-
tem, in which p is associated with fractional angle a

and p � tan a, both positive and negative values of
p are acceptable. Positive values of p correspond to
the first and third quadrants of angle a, and nega-
tive values correspond to the second and fourth quad-
rants. Therefore, during one period 0 # a # 2p, the
sign of Lv�p� changes four times if �Tx 1 Ty �2 . 4TTxy ,
twice if �Tx 1 Ty �2 � 4TTxy , and does not change if
�Tx 1 Ty �2 , 4TTxy . Note that this analysis is use-
ful for understanding the propagation of vortex beams
through optical fibers with quadratic refractive-index
profiles, since in the paraxial approximation of the
scalar diffraction theory the complex f ield amplitude
of monochromatic light propagating through such a
fiber is fractionally Fourier transformed, with angle a
being proportional to the propagation distance in the
fiber.15,16
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